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Climate Change: What do we know?

• Past is not prologue…and the pace of change is quickening

– The last 100 years are not indicative of the future

– Design features of infrastructure & species’ tolerances  will be exceeded

• Committed to further climate changes

– Adaptation is already occurring, but mostly unplanned

• Rate of warming matters

– Mitigation makes a difference

• It’s not just the averages that matter…

– Regional and local variances; seasonal changes; Extreme events

• Need a Portfolio Approach:

– Adaptation and Mitigation—but there are interlinkages across the two!

• Adaptive planning and management is needed

– In all sectors and regions…simultaneously

• Need integrative regional assessments involving stakeholders

– Best practices, learn by doing, over bigger spatial/temporal scales

– Need prioritization of  policy-relevant research needs across fields.
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• 1.4 billion people in poverty

• A quarter of children malnourished

• A quarter of women illiterate

• 1.6 billion without modern energy

• 1/6 without clean water

Today: an unsustainable world 



Tomorrow: climate change exacerbates inequities

• Most impacts will be negative, especially for poorest, most vulnerable nations. 

• Water resources, coastal infrastructure, health, agriculture, and ecosystems will 

be challenged in virtually every region of the globe.

• International, regional, and national entities are ill-prepared to manage.  

• Both mitigation and adaptation are needed because:

http://www.unfoundation.org/global-
issues/climate- and-energy/sigma-xi.html 

http://worldbank.org/wdr/2010

– It‟s already too late to avoid 

substantial climate change.

– Most adaptation measures 

more costly and less effective 

as magnitude increases.
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New finance, new instruments and new 
pressures are helping build momentum

CLIMATE CHANGE IS A THREAT TO DEVELOPMENT

BUT A CLIMATE-SMART WORLD IS POSSIBLE IF WE…

Act now
Act 

together
Act 

differently

New finance, instruments and 
pressures are helping build momentum



Source: Smith and others, 2009

SCIENTIFIC CONSENSUS: SERIOUS AND IMMEDIATE
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DEVELOPMENT CONSENSUS: THE POOR WILL SUFFER MOST
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A CLIMATE-SMART WORLD IS POSSIBLE…

Annual public subsidies

Private funding for 
energy R&D



A CLIMATE SMART WORLD IS POSSIBLE:

THE FINANCING CHALLENGE

 Critical to reconcile equity and efficiency

 Requires massive scaling up:
 Costs: some $200-275 Bn in 2030 

 Financing: up to $550 bn in associated mitigation 
finance 

 Can be done:
 Costs = 0.4% of high-income country GDP to 2100

 Financing = 3% of current global investments

 But requires all options available



BUT TO MEET THE CHALLENGE, WE MUST

• ACT NOW

• ACT TOGETHER

• ACT DIFFERENTLY



ACT NOW:

TODAY’S ACTIONS DETERMINE TOMORROW’S OPTIONS

Inertia in the climate 
system

Inertia in the
built environment 

Inertia in 
institutions and
individuals’ behavior

feasibility

costs

political momentum



ACT NOW BECAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE IS UNDERWAY: 

TEMPS HAVE WARMED GLOBALLY, BUT SOME REGIONS

WARMED MORE THAN OTHERS OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS

WDR, map 
FA.1a
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ACT NOW BECAUSE CLIMATE CHANGE IS UNDERWAY: 

GLOBAL PRECIPITATION HAS INCREASED, BUT SOME

CONTINENTS ARE SHOWING DRYING

WDR, map FA.1b



India’s worst 

drought for 20 

years left 

people 

struggling to 

find water.

2003. Nature 423:673



…..CLIMATE CHANGE IS UNDERWAY: 
FLOOD AND STORM DISASTERS 1980 – 2008

© 2009 Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft, Geo Risk Research, NatCatSERVICE
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ACT NOW:

MUCH IS AT RISK ALREADY AND WE HAVE TO LEARN TO ADAPT

People affected by disasters as a share of population (%)

Urban climate by 2100 (if we don’t act)



ACT NOW:

OR THE 2˚C TRAJECTORY IS OUT OF REACH

Projected annual total global emissions (billion tons of CO2 equivalent)



ACT TOGETHER:

BUT ALL HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY TO MANAGE COSTS
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Global food trade depends on very few countries

ACT TOGETHER:

AND COOPERATION HELPS BUFFER SHOCKS



ACT DIFFERENTLY:

RADICALLY TRANSFORM ENERGY SYSTEMS



ACT DIFFERENTLY:

VALUE CARBON IN FORESTS AND SOIL
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ACT DIFFERENTLY:  

PROTECTING BIODIVERSITY REQUIRES UNDERSTANDING ECOSYSTEM SHIFTS

map FB.1



ACT DIFFERENTLY-

CLIMATE DATA IS NOT EASILY AVAILABLE IN SOME PARTS OF THE WORLD

http://grdc.bafg.de/servlet/is/1660


ACT DIFFERENTLY:

MAKE ROBUST RATHER THAN OPTIMAL DECISIONS



• Infrastructure to withstand new “extremes”

• Seed varieties that perform well in droughts/floods/heat; seed banks

• Prioritize lands to preserve and manage multiple threats

• Emergency response plans, early-warning alert systems 

• Develop social safety nets / insurance

• Information systems / share best practices

• Weather & climate  monitoring  and services

• Regional assessments

•

So, we must Adapt, adaptively: 
how can we help make robust rather than optimal decisions



New finance, new instruments and new 
pressures are helping build momentum

WDR 2010 SUGGESTS THAT A CLIMATE-SMART WORLD IS

POSSIBLE, IF WE…

Act now
Act 

together
Act 

differently

New finance, instruments and 
pressures are helping build momentum
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Break high carbon habit

Manage scarce resources

Reduce vulnerability
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WDR 2010 SUGGESTS THAT A CLIMATE-SMART WORLD IS

POSSIBLE, IF WE…

Act now
Act 

together
Act 

differently

New finance, instruments and 
pressures are helping build momentum

New technologies

Anticipatory adaptation

Manage costs & buffer 
shocks



New finance, new instruments and new 
pressures are helping build momentum

WDR 2010 SUGGESTS THAT A CLIMATE-SMART WORLD IS

POSSIBLE, IF WE…

Act now
Act 

together
Act 

differently

New finance, instruments and 
pressures are helping build momentum

Climate-smart policies

Get the fundamentals 
right

Plan, prepare, protect



http://joss.ucar.edu/events/2010/ncas/summit_report.html

Rosina Bierbaum

President’s Council on Science 

and Technology

http://joss.ucar.edu/events/2010/ncas/summit_report.html


• Origins: President Obama‟s Science and Technology Advisor, Dr. Holdren 

asks for a National Summit to be convened,  building on the University of 

Michigan National Summit in 2007.    Held 25-27 May 2010. 

• Issue. Many communities are struggling to plan for reliable water, food, 

energy, health, etc., in the face of a changing climate.   No Federal 

strategy, confusion over roles, & what constitutes authoritative information.

• Goal. Bring together ~200 users & providers of climate information (50/50) 

to examine the needs, knowledge, and roles that could help climate 

research, program, and policy planning at all levels.



Lots of guidance on improving 

climate change information 



Key Information needs identified by many reports:

• Impacts of multiple stresses on systems

• Regional impacts / “what if” scenarios

• Extreme events and their consequences

• Intersection of mitigation/adaptation

• Adaptive capacity, planning & 

management options 

All developed through Iterative Assessment 

and Synthesis



Adaptation research needs bolstering*

• Understanding and predicting physical
climate change is progressing well

• Inadequate human dimensions funding

• Need enhanced focus on:

– assessing impacts on human 
well being and vulnerabilities

– providing knowledge to support 
decision making and risk analyses

– communicating results and engaging 
stakeholders in a 2-way dialogue

– providing climate services routinely to 
decision makers

*Restructuring Federal Climate Research to Meet the 
Challenge of Climate Change (NRC, 2009)



Understanding…

• climate change vulnerabilities..

for regions, populations, and sectors

• the potential for mitigation…and

consequences of mitigation options

• adaptation contexts and capacities, 

including consequences of 

adaptive responses

• how mitigation and adaptation interact

• taking advantage of emerging 

opportunities associated with 

climate variability and change

Five key foci for decision support research: *

*Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate” (NRC, 2009)



Better drought & flood planning; improve tools 
for municipalities & methods for testing

Enhance monitoring/surveillance systems, 
early warning systems, evacuation routes & 
response mechanisms for extreme events

Use of historical records and “What If?” 
scenarios to evaluate „break points‟ 

Models that can provide quantitative 
predictions of multiple environmental stresses 

Prediction of threshold effects such as 
climate/pest interactions; megadrought, ecosystem 
thresholds, cascading effects.

Research needs related to multiple stresses, 
extreme events, nonlinearities… (NRC & others, 2007)



“Outcome” metrics that can be applied

Has the program  …reduced uncertainties that 
support decision making or facilitate the 
advance of other areas of science.

Has the program yielded improved understanding 
such as…broadly accepted conclusions about 
key issues or relationships.

Research results have been transitioned to 
operational use.

Institutions and human capacity have been 
created that can better address a range 
of related problems and issues.

Measurements, analysis, and results are being used 
…to support beneficial applications and decision 
making, such as forecasting, cost-benefit analysis, 
or improved assessment and management of risk.

Thinking Strategically: The Appropriate Use of Metrics for the 
Climate Change Research Program (NRC 2005)



“Impact” metrics that can be applied

• Have the results of the program  

informed policy and improved 

decision making.

• Has the program benefited society

in terms of enhancing economic 

vitality, promoting environmental 

stewardship, protecting life and 

property, and reducing 

vulnerability to the impacts of 

climate change.

• Public understanding of climate 

issues has increased. 



• One size doesn’t fit all but all scales need similar information

• Providing access to data/models/outputs is not the same as providing 
“usable” data --need an interface and 2-way communication

• Need help in analyzing the costs of adaptation and the costs of NOT 
adapting  (and additionality).  PILOT PROJECTS!

• Need a clearing house of ‘best practices’ and toolkits that exist

• Need data layers that help identify adaptation hotspots—such as the 
intersection of urban heat island effects, water scarcity, 

• Assessment should focus on progress in mitigation and adaptation 
efforts --not just on state of systems

Some conclusions on information needs…..



What needs to be resolved…

• What metrics would regions/sectors have for             
success?  

• What ways can we measure outcomes and impacts?

• How best to network our networks and engage the private 
sector? 

• How to integrate from the top-down and bottom-up?

• How much “process” and how many “products” – and at 
what intervals? 



Wildlife can only react

But humans can anticipate

We can plan ahead….  or we can react



“It is our collective responsibility 
to find ‘unselfish’ solutions and 

fast before it’s too late to reverse 
the damage caused every day.”

Maria Kassabian, age 10, Nigeria


